
So long as you follow the basics, simply stir in what the recipe 
calls for and give it a chef’s kiss for good luck. 

Use a good quality oil  (like SYNR.G 1:1 Cannabis Oil).  

If you want to keep things simple, oil is the easiest and most 
effective tool in our toolkit. Using a good quality oil ensures 
you avoid any cannabis taste, while giving you consistent 
cannabis distribution in each portion. 

Measure your cannabis!  
Make sure you know how many milligrams you want per 
portion. We recommend making a max of four portions per 
dish, so you can easily track your consumption.

Don’t heat the product.  
Did you know THC breaks down above 100°C. That’s why 
you should finish cooking your food and take it off direct 
heat before adding your oil.
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Cooking with cannabis can seem intimidating, but if you can 
measure and stir, you can make a great infused dish pretty simply. 
Before you get started, remember the three key rules:

Want to learn how to Want to learn how to 
cook with cannabis?cook with cannabis?



What product is best for getting started? What product is best for getting started? 
SYNR.G 1:1 Cannabis Oils require no guesswork. 

Just stir in what the recipe calls for. 

1:1 CANNABIS OIL
SYNR.G 1:1 oil contains equal 
concentrations of THC and CBD, with no 
taste or aroma, it’s perfect to consume on its 
own or with a meal. With 12.5mg of THC and 
12.5 mg of CBD, our vegan oils are an easy 
way to introduce cannabis, or to keep you 
‘present’ in social situations. Delivered in a 
sleek container you can take on-the-go and 
with an easy-to-use syringe to accurately 
measure out your consumption. Made from 
ethically sourced MCT oil.

THC: 12.5 mg/ml CBD: 12.5 mg/ml

synrgcannabis.com @synrgcannabis

Looking for a fun recipe to get started?

Check out our simple TikTok-inspired 
Infused Goat Cheese Pasta recipe. Grab 
some goat cheese, cherry tomatoes, 
garlic, mushrooms, pasta and SYNR.G 1:1 
Oil and you’re ready to go. Scan with your camera 

for the full recipe


